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BREAKING BAD SERIES INSPIRED IN KILLING A FRENCH STUDENT IN
TOULOUSE
4 PEOPLE PLANNED TO DISSOLVE BODY

PARIS - LOS ANGELES, 09.08.2015, 15:41 Time

USPA NEWS - A 23-year old French student was found dead inside a suitcase in southern city of Toulouse, in a suspected revenge
over drug traffic. The victim is said to have been killed after failing to pay a 6,000 Euros debt to her drug traffickers...

Now, the four persons involved in this murder are in custody for premeditated manslaughter. They were planning to dissolve the body
in acid and were inspired by US TV show « Breaking Bad », a prosecutor revealed. The dismembered body of 23-year old woman
called Eva BOURSEAU was found in a plastic container inside her Toulouse flat. Her legs has reportedly been cut off in order to fit her
body inside the container. The victim's body was discovered in advanced stages of decomposition, apparently, chlorine acid had been
used to try and disguise any trace of the corpse.

The young woman had been studying in one of the top universities in Toulouse before dropping out. It is when she fell in with the
wrong people. To end up, in all this being a course in revenge for the victim failing to pay a 6,000 Euros debts contracted over the
course of drug selling. The three men and the woman involved in this murder are aged between 19 and 22. The case has once again
reignited the problem of drug trafficking in Toulouse.
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